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NEWS RELEASE
CanAlaska: New Uranium Targets Discovered on Moon JV
Denison delineates well-defined conductive corridor west of Phoenix-Gryphon
uranium deposits
First drill hole intercepts uranium at southern end of CR-3 trend
Three additional targets defined
Vancouver, Canada, June 17, 2020 – CanAlaska Uranium Ltd. (TSX-V: CVV; OTCQB:
CVVUF; Frankfurt: DH7N) (“CanAlaska” or the “Company”) is pleased to announce the results
from winter field operations by JV operator Denison on the Moon Joint Venture. For this
program, 126 kilometre of SWML Electromagnetic survey was undertaken to define the 5
kilometre long ground expression of the CR-3 conductor. In 2016, the first drill hole into this
horizon successfully intercepted uranium mineralization at the unconformity (see news Dec 6,
2016 News Dec 2016). The target had previously been identified by airborne surveys and an
earlier reconnaissance ground geophysical survey. Denison has now completed its option to
earn a 75% interest in the property and form the Joint Venture by completing the winter
program.

The CR-3 conductor is
a southwest-northeast
trending conductor that
is
currently
under
evaluation at Denison’s
adjacent
Crawford
Lake property. The
CR-3 conductor is
interpreted to be a
parallel trend to the KZone,
host
to
Denison’s
Gryphon
deposit on the Wheeler
River Project (Figure
1).

In drill hole MS-16-01 the lower 50 metres of sandstone above the unconformity was moderately
altered and structurally disrupted with pyrite nodules up to 4 centimetres in size. Directly above
the unconformity there was uranium mineralization (0.5 metres of 0.102% U3O8) followed by a
graphitic unit in the basement. This graphitic unit is thought to be the extension of the CR-3
conductor (Figure 2).

CanAlaska President, Peter Dasler, comments, “The Moon property benefits from the extensive
infrastructure of the existing mines and mills in the eastern Athabasca. We are very pleased
that Denison’s work program during their Option has been so productive. The mineralization and
targets that we now see can be tied to similar mineralized zones on the adjacent properties, and
this gives us great encouragement for further success.”
Other News
CanAlaska is advancing its key West McArthur uranium project in the Athabasca Basin, a joint
venture with Cameco Corporation. Details on this and other company activity is captured in a
new video interview by Crux Investor with CanAlaska. See video presentation on the Company
website: https://youtu.be/CnbdS18N4tk
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About CanAlaska Uranium
CanAlaska Uranium Ltd. (TSX-V: CVV; OTCQB: CVVUF; Frankfurt: DH7N) holds interests in
approximately 214,000 hectares (530,000 acres), in Canada’s Athabasca Basin and Wollaston
area – the "Saudi Arabia of Uranium.” CanAlaska’s strategic holdings have attracted major
international mining companies. CanAlaska is currently working with Cameco and Denison at
two of the Company’s properties in the Eastern Athabasca Basin. CanAlaska is a project
generator positioned for discovery success in the world’s richest uranium district. The Company
also holds properties prospective for nickel, copper, gold and diamonds. For further information
visit www.canalaska.com.
The qualified technical person for this news release is Dr Karl Schimann, P. Geo, CanAlaska
director and VP Exploration.
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Neither TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in the policies of the TSX
Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.
Forward-looking information
All statements included in this press release that address activities, events or developments that the Company
expects, believes or anticipates will or may occur in the future are forward-looking statements. These forward-looking
statements involve numerous assumptions made by the Company based on its experience, perception of historical
trends, current conditions, expected future developments and other factors it believes are appropriate in the
circumstances. In addition, these statements involve substantial known and unknown risks and uncertainties that
contribute to the possibility that the predictions, forecasts, projections and other forward-looking statements will prove
inaccurate, certain of which are beyond the Company’s control. Readers should not place undue reliance on forwardlooking statements. Except as required by law, the Company does not intend to revise or update these forwardlooking statements after the date hereof or revise them to reflect the occurrence of future unanticipated events.
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